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Building Visibility in Your Extended
Supply Chain
Supply chains are no longer linear. They are multi-tiered, multi-faceted and multi-supplier.
Fragmentation, missing supply chain visibility and lack of flexibility lead to major inefficiencies,
which cost time and money.
Leading companies are implementing full end-to-end visibility especially in serialized
environments. They are reinventing their supply chains to access the necessary insight for making
critical decisions. While many companies may have real-time tracking in certain areas of their
operations, they rarely have complete information. The holistic view remains elusive.

Challenges Create Inefficiencies
A recent industry study found that less than 15 percent of manufacturing companies have achieved
complete visibility into their supply chain. Most of the supply chain data is locally stored, within an
organization and within that organization within departments usually in some combination of
paper, spreadsheets and shared digital folders. This disconnect creates challenges that cause
inefficiencies.
However, a holistic view is critical for a transparent extended supply chain. Technology helps bridge
the gap to provide the right data at the right time. The key benefits are:

Efficient Logistics Processes

Make decisions based on real-time
insights and manage by exception.
+50% Improved efficiency through
real-time automated supply chain
collaboration
-20% Unplanned costs through
visibility into in-transit and
network-wide inventory*

Connected Business Operations

Easily onboard your supply chain partners and work
together with them on a secure network that
integrates with your business processes.

Reduced Costs of Integrating Your Value Chain
Apply and digitalize communication standards across
your complete value chain network.

*Source: SAP Performance Benchmarking
movilitas.com

Creating Efficiency From Connected Visibility
A global track & trace system offers a holistic, transparent view of all logistics. It helps trace material
provenance from raw ingredient batch origin to finished product across the material value chain.
Digitization drives out inefficiencies and allows key stakeholders to understand implications of
potential business changes and what areas they might affect.
Companies are reinventing their supply chain and create new levels of responsiveness and agility.
Even though regulations and consumers may be driving the demand for traceability, supply chain
stakeholders also reap benefits from connecting to the digital supply chain. The technology
enables critical decision making based on real-time cross-company insights from the global value
chain.
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The benefits are real:
● Reduced in-transit inventory by 15% by removing buffer stock from the supply chain
● Reduced dwell time, in extreme cases from 20 days to less than three, which potentially
● decreases shipping rates by inventory pooling and improved manufacturing planning
● Proactive monitoring of actual performance against plan
● Integrated mobile solutions to help wholesalers verify saleable returns
Are you ready to disrupt your supply chain for easier compliance and end-to-end visibility?

Start a conversation with our
track & trace experts today
movilitas.com/contact
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